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Orientation Workshop in Probolinggo
An orientation workshop for the new MBE districts was held
in Probolinggo from 15 – 18 June. Participants from the five
new districts – Banyumas and Kebumen in Central Java
and Kota Batu, Kota Madiun and Blitar in East Java –
gathered at the
Grand Bromo Hotel.
Those
present
included representatives of Bappeda
(the local development agency), Dinas
Pendidikan (Education Office), MORA
(Ministry of Religious Affairs), DPRD (local parliament), Dewan Pendidikan
(Education Council), sub-district branch representatives of
Dinas Pendidikan, school principals and school committee
members. They discussed the components of the MBE
program, including School Mapping and Planning, School
Financing and the School Based Management (SBM),
Community Participation (CP) and PAKEM (Active Creative
Joyful and Effective Learning) programs. Several resource
persons from the five original program districts were
present to explain about these activities. The workshop
was held intentionally in Probolinggo so that the
participants could visits schools which are already
functioning well in respect of SBM, Community
Participation and PAKEM. Many of the participants also
took the opportunity to view Mount Bromo, which was still
emitting a lot of dust and smoke, having erupted the
previous week.

The School Committee and Principal
Our consultants have carried out studies of the roles of the
school principal and school committees, focusing especially on
schools which are successfully implementing SBM in the MBE
and CLCC program areas. The aim was to discover the
secrets of success in these schools so that they can be
disseminated to other schools. A summary of the conclusions
of these studies can be found on pages 9 and 10.

Working together with SHIP

SHIP (School Health Improvement Program) is working in
four districts in Central Java to improve the health of school
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Thematic and Integrated Learning in Class 1

Ibu Purwi Nuryantini, better known as Ibu Wiwik, is
a teacher who often works as a trainer for the MBE
and other programs. She is a class 1 teacher at SD
Maronwetan 1, Probolinggo and always wants to
learn knew things. She has already started to teach
in a thematic and integrated way. She develops a
variety of activities related to a theme she has
chosen. The themes you can see in the displays
here are The Sun and The Environment. Through
these themes the children learn several subjects
including science and Bahasa Indonesia. This style
of learning in more interesting and more effective.
Look at the writing done by the class 1 children from Maron village. The
children can already write a page using their own words and they can write
neatly using joined up writing. The children can even use punctuation marks!
children. We have agreed to work with them in Kebumen district to develop the
SBM, CP and PAKEM programs in the SHIP schools in Sadang sub-district. The
aim of these activities is one of whole school improvement – including education
and health – and involving local communities and schools working together in
planning and implementing school programs.

What does MBE do?

The people of Sadang sub-district, Kebumen awaiting
SBM in their schools (left). Amanda Morgan, the program
manager of SHIP in Yogyakarta and Central Java (right).

The MBE program works at district (kabupaten and kota) level to improve
education management and governance, and to develop models of good practice
in 20 schools (primary and junior secondary, conventional and religious) in each
district including School Based Management (SBM), Community Participation and
Active, Creative, Joyful and Effective Learning (known as PAKEM in Indonesian).
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Indonesia-Australia MBE

MBE Consultant in Cambodia Training

Our Australian colleagues have already started to implement an MBE
program in three districts in East Java: Jember, Jombang and Gresik.
This program assisted by AusAID and our USAID assisted program
are working together to develop training materials, programs and
teaching materials. This will be much more efficient than each
program working on its own. Their consultants took part in a workshop
with our consultants and a number of teachers from 18 – 20 June in
Probolinggo to develop learning materials and from 20 – 22 July they
joined with us and Unesco and Unicef to revise the SBM training
package.

From 21 – 30 June Prima Setiawan one of our MBE consultants
went to Phnom Penh to take part in PETS (Public Expenditure
Tracking Survey) training which was organised by the World Bank
Institute, Washington and Unesco-IIEP, Paris. This training
showed the participants how to analyse and research the
efficiency, accountability and leakage of funds in the education
sector. The aim was for participants to understand PETS, plan
their own program and learn how to find out the sources, size and
use of educational resources, including the possibility of leakages.

Bpk. Sulur a consultant from
the AusAID supported
program working with Bpk.
Umar Samadhy, the Central
Jave MBE coordinator, to
revise SBM training modules

The most famous
symbol of Cambodia,
Ankgor Wat temple
(right)
Some of the participants
from the five nations
who took part in the
PETS training including
Prima Setiawan (second
from right).

MBE enters Blitar district
After the fourth edition of Suara MBE was published in April 2004,
Blitar district was selected to become the tenth member of the
MBE program. During their visit to Blitar the MBE team was very
impressed with the local government’s and other stakeholders’
concern for education.
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The instructors/facilitators were people with international
experience who had already carried out surveys of and written
books about education finance in various countries. Several
countries sent representatives, including Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Mongolia, Kenya and Indonesia. The participants were given the
opportunity share their international experience with the other
countries about how to increase efficiency and reduce wastage. As
part of this Prima Setiawan, Education Finance Specialist in the
MBE project, who was invited as the Indonesian representative,
was given the opportunity to explain the work of the MBE project in
the areas of transparent planning and allocation of funds, more
efficient use of funds and more equitable allocation of funds via
formula funding in some of our partner local governments (Pacitan,
Pati, Batu and Madiun). This has been done in order to raise the
transparency and efficiency of financial management and to
improve equity a part of an effort to reduce the possibility of
wastage of public funds.
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SD Babadan 1 in Wlingi, Blitar is already implementing a number
of innovations.
1. The Head of Dinas Pendidikan, Bpk. Bambang Suntoro,
looking at a display of children’s work in class 3b.
2. The work displayed is the children’s own work and is of a
good standard.
3. The Head of the School Committee (Bapak Muhainim) and
School Principal (Ibu Amir Sujati) standing in front of a multipurpose hall which is being built by the school committee

During the presentation on formula funding there were a lot of
questions and responses from both the participants and the
facilitators. This indicated their interest in the MBE approaches,
and several of the countries stated their interest in making visits to
observe directly the implementation of the funding. This was very
gratifying. But we still need to continue to improve the quality of
education sector financial management in Indonesia.
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During the meeting they discussed: (i) pre-reading, writing and
number skills including developing simple story writing, so that the
parents would be doing the same as the teachers; (ii) developing
children’s confidence in their parents as teachers; (iii) giving parents
information about the children’s learning at school; (iv) implanting a
lifelong learning culture in the children. Well, who wants to copy SD 1
Maronwetan?

REPORTS FROM THE DISTRICTS
A Different Kind of Soto
MTs Muhammadiyah, Batang under the leadership of Bapak Harto
wanted to be different by making soto (soup) with a clever flavour. He
started by getting ideas from some of the teachers and invited some
of the parents to hear about his new formulation. This would be sotomaker then turned his ideas into reality by telling the students about
them.
The soto in question is not a kind of food but rather ‘BRAIN SPORTS’.
The soto depot is full of PAKEM-style questions which have been
made up by the students and are continually
renewed. The first children to arrive in
school choose the questions they want. For
example, class 2A makes questions for 2B
and vice-versa. The students of class 2A
visit class 2B to discuss the answers. Only if
they can’t find an answer do they ask for
help from a teacher.
The students really enjoy it and unknowingly they are already doing
independent active learning. Interestingly their interest in reading is
increasing as they need to increase their knowledge so that they can
make up more questions. Even though Pak Harto’s Soto Depot is
simple it’s a great idea and is a favourite with the customers.

Cooperation with Hotel and Agrowisata
Wishing to raise young children’s sports abilities, Dinas Pendidikan in
Kota Batu took the initiative and invited a number of hotel managers
and the manager of the Agrowisata company to participate in a
program to support basic education.
The Head of Dinas Pendidikan of Kota Batu, Bpk. Drs. Kusnadi, SH,
M.M, explained that at the moment a number of hotel and agricultural
managers are already working with a number of schools. On certain

The Echo of MBE

days the students are invited to use some of the hotel and agricultural
facilities. As a result the children are able to use swimming pools,
sports fields and Agrowisata land to enhance their learning. “Now our
students can learn to swim and make use of the hotel swimming pools
and other hotel facilities really cheaply - or sometimes for nothing.
And the students can visit the agricultural areas around the town“,
explained the head of education proudly.

Community participation in MI Kalipucang, Batang has risen since
echoes of news about the MBE program reached it. This news was
jumped upon by several members of the local community around MI
Kalipucang who immediately held discussions and collected voluntary
funds to repair the damaged school building. Several other local
citizens gave physical
assistance and some
gave reading books to
support PAKEM. Monitoring by the local branch
of the Ministry of Religious
Affairs (MORA) in Batang
has been very helpful in
giving positive support.
Given the high degree of enthusiasm two classrooms have been
finished in just two months and have been put into use and decorated
with examples of children’s work nicely displayed on the walls.

“Give the Children Feedback”
Now that the MBE program has been running for about a year, it is
now being implemented in all its target schools. One of these is SDN
Penundan, Gringsing, Batang. The teachers have been working in
stages to adopt PAKEM approaches in their teaching. Helped by the
local trainers, the teachers have been trying to implement active,
creative, joyful and effective learning, even though at the start this
limited by their low level of understanding.
The class 1 teacher, for
example, has been trying
hard to use in her lessons a
variety of learning resources
available in or around the
school. The children have
been observing objects both
within and outside the
classroom. As one example,
the children were asked to
observe and identify drawing
of objects in the class. They drew the objects they saw to the best of
their ability on a sheet of paper, then wrote the names of the objects
(see the example of one child’s work above). The class one teacher
reminded us of one important point, “Give the children feedback as
soon as possible. If the teacher gives them feedback or
commentary on their work, the children feel happy that their
work is valued and, if they have made mistakes, they can put
them right.”

Parents Trained to Teach the three R’s
At the beginning of the new school year almost all schools hold a
meeting with the children’s parents. At SD 1 Maronwetan,
Probolinggo the school took the initiative of holding a meeting with
class 1 parents about ‘How
parents can train their
children in pre-reading,
writing and number skills’. As
Ibu Purwi Nuwantini, one of
the class one teachers said,
the meeting was really
important so that parents
can work at home to improve
their children’s performance.
The teaching techniques shown to parents were the same as those
used by teachers and consistent with the PAKEM and SBM
strategies.
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This is the speciality of the MBE program at SDN2 Sembasuragar. As
well as gradually introducing PAKEM teaching, they are making a
systematic effort to get the children to learn from direct experience
about the natural and social environment through the integrated
program of caring for the environment.

Community Participation at MTs Seloputro, Blitar
Blitar is one of the districts which has newly joined the USAID MBE
program. Blitar is also a district with a high level of commitment to
education. At MTs Seloputro, Blitar, for example, the form of
community participation has included a collective gift of land for the
school. They have already bought 5000m2 of land and built seven
classrooms, a room for the school cooperative, a cycle shed and a
school entrance gate as a result of community and parents’ voluntary
efforts.

Teachers Working Group at SMPN1 Banyuwangi
PAKEM has been disseminated throughout SMPN1 Banyuwangi by
school-based teachers’ working
groups. (MGMPS), which are
held weekly for each subject.
These activities are led by the
subject coordinators. As well as
disseminating PAKEM they
serve as a forum to exhange
1
thoughts, opinions and ideas
within the subject teacher
group.
Photo 1: Mathematics teachers
discussing the preparation of
material which they are going to
teach to the children, making
plans and evaluating these
plans before using them with
2
the children.
Photo 2: The resulting lessons
prepared the MGMPS being
taught to the children by one
teacher with the other teachers
watching.
Photo 3: The children’s work is
displayed in class and the best
3
is displayed in the corridor near
the school entrance.

The school is hoping that with the MBE program it can gradually
increase the quality of education through active, creative, joyful and
effective learning (PAKEM). In the future community participation is
going to focus on improving the quality of teaching and learning.

Rearranging the Classrooms in Pati
The coming of the MBE program was like a breath of fresh air for the
school community, especially the teachers and students. The children
were encouraged to be happy coming to school and enjoy learning.
This is according the head of SDN Kutoharjo 03, Pati, Ibu Sriyanti.
The first action they took was to rearrange the classrooms to make
them child-friendly. This included mounting nice displays of children’s
work which could also serve as a learning resource.
Although it is just an ordinary primary school,
all the stakeholders,
princepally the teaching
staff, parents and
school committee are
committed to working
hard to make their
school a fertile place.
This is not an easy
task. Everyone’s support is needed including the teachers’ to make
each classroom a fertile place for active, creative, joyful and effective
learning to take place.

The students at
SMP1 Banyuwangi
enjoy learning Biology, because the
lessons are interesting, address issues
which are important
to them and give
them the opportunity
to demonstrate their
creativity and develop their own ideas.
In the student’s work
on the left the
chidren have written
about the hormone
adrenalin.
Since
having this kind of
lessons the children’s scores in the
exams have risen
significantly.

Caring for the Environment, Starting at School !
One aspect of the MBE program is the more the school knows about
it, the more effective it is in improving children’s abilities including
educating the younger generation to interact with heir environment.
This has happened in SDN 2 Sembasuragar, Pati with the formation
of a students’ movement to care for the environment.
Ibu Sumiyati, the school
principal, explained that
care for the environment can start at
school. In this respect
they are implementing
an integrated learning
program outside the
classroom. What this
means is that the
children have lessons outside class as part of the science, social
studies and Bahasa Indonesia programs, They get to observe directly
the real conditions in the environment. In the Pati area, for example,
which is generally agricultural, the children are taken to farms to
observe natural phenomena and the social environment.

Ibu Irmawati, Teacher Working Group Coordinator in
SMPN 1 Banyuwangi. She is also a district level
Trainer in Science
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Kebumen District Highly Proactive!

SBM, Community Participation and PAKEM in Banyumas

From the 12 – 15 May several key persons linked to education in
Kebumen District attended an orientation meeting about the MBE
project at the Yogyakarta Plaza Hotel. As proof of their seriousness
about raising the quality of education in their area, they were
assiduous in attending every single activity.
Soon afterwards the key stakeholders from the district made a study
visit to Probolinggo and Pacitan districts. There they were able to
observe directly lessons using the principles of PAKEM (active
learning). They also had the
opportunity
to
have
discussions with school
principals
and
school
committee members to
deepen their knowledge of
School Based Management
(SBM) and community
participation. All the activities
were arranged by the local
MBE district coordinators.
The study visits took place from 23 – 26 May 2004. The participants
included officials from Bappeda, Dinas Pendidikan from district and
sub-district levels, members of the Dewan Pendidikan and School
Committees, MORA, and members of the social affairs committee of
the local parliament, teachers, principals and one Sub-District Head
(Camat).

The SBM, Community Participation and PAKEM program in
Banyumas district is not new. They are already well acquainted with
the program managed by Unesco, Unicef and the Ministry of National
Education. As a result even some of the schools which have not
received direct training are already implementing the program on their
own.
These include SD Ajibarangwetan I in Ajibarang Sub-district, and SD
Bentul and SD Gambarsari di Kebasen Sub-district, who are
attempting to implement SBM, Community Participation and PAKEM
by themselves.

SBM Bonsai at SMPN 4 Banyuwangi
One of the schools in Banyuwangi town, SMPN 4 Banyuwangi, under
the leadership of the principal Bapak Suseno, has become a first
choice school for students. But a shortage of space means that the
school is unable from year to year to accommodate all the students
who would like to study there. If you visit the school, you will find that
it is extremely limited in area, the school yard is quite small and has
only 9 classes, 3 each for grades 1, 2 and 3. There is no way of
opening new classes in the future without building upwards by adding
a second storey to the school building or moving to a larger site. The
school, sited as it is in the middle of a housing settlement, has little
room for expansion. But this situation does not dim the enthusiasm for
learning among the pupils of SMPN 4 Banyuwangi. Indeed the limited
space available is seen as a challenge to the creativity of the teachers
and students.

Schools Visited Feel the Benefit
The teachers, principals and supervisors from Kebumen district, while
broadening their knowledge at two MBE schools in Pacitan: SD
Balharjo 2 and SD
Ploso 1, got involved
in extensive discussions with their
hosts. The dialogue
included a very
interactive question
and answer. It’s
normal for the visitors to ask more of the questions. But in this case
the hosts were not to be beaten! They also asked a lot of questions to
get suggestions from the visitors. In this way the hosts also benefit
from outside visitors.
From talking to the important visitors from the education sector in
Kebumen the school principal of SD Baleharjo 2 became aware that
the activities in the school canteen should become part of the
children’s education. A similar thing happened in SD Ploso 1 where
the class 1 teacher immediately put into practice some advice from
the visitors after a short discussion in the class.

Bapak Suseno, the principal of SMPN 4
Banyuwangi together with Bapak Sugeng
showing the SBM bonsai which were
donated by the students’ parents

In the small school yard we were able to see neatly arranged rows of
various kinds of bonsaied plants. We were not just amazed at the
beauty of the bonsai. They included a lot of different varieties.
Cuttings had been provided by the students, their parents and local
community members. The cultivation of the bonsai had been guided
by Bapak Sugeng, one of the teachers, who acts as an instructor to
those students and community members who wished to cultivate
bonsai.
In the Banyuwangi Bonsai community SMPN 4 has already made a
name for itself. The fact that it has already taken part in a number of
exhibitions and auctions at regional and national levels proves this.
The proceeds from the sale of the bonsai is divided equally between
paying cultivation costs, a contribution students’ organisation funds
and providing support for teaching and learning activities. Future
plans include using the proceeds from the sales to buy additional
empty land near the school.
The students have developed a high sense of ownership with the
result that during break times or after school hours you won’t find any
vandalism among students or any of them damaging the bonsai. On
the contrary you’re likely to find the students happily taking care of the
bonsai. Even the students organisation itself is involved in looking
after them.

The Bupati Cares About Education
The Bupati of Kebumen, who recently tied the knot of marriage with
her husband who is from Sulawesi, cares deeply about education. As
proof of this concern she has taken the initiative of collecting funds for
basic education. This good idea took the form of producing an
education coupon.
This education coupon was offered to all the guests at the Bupati’s
wedding reception. Each of them was asked to buy one coupon
costing Rp.9,000. The money is going to be used to develop basic
education in Kebumen.
Th+e hope for the future is that this idea will be repeated with officials
using it at various events to support the improvement of the quality of
basic education.
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Assessing the Impact of the Program on Student Performance
The ultimate success of the MBE program must be assessed in terms of
the impact on students. However student performance is complex, as is
its assessment, as it encompasses knowledge and understanding, skills
and attitudes. The national school examination (UAN) and half-yearly
tests are limited in their nature mainly to factual recall of knowledge and
not comparative from year to year or between different geographic areas.
The MBE program has, therefore undertaken its own student
performance evaluation in Bahasa Indonesia, Mathematics and Science.
The focus of assessment was on the development of students’ skills The
tests used were based on those developed under the World Bank PEQIP
and Basic Education Projects and subsequently also used in the UnescoUnicef CLCC program. The tests are in line with the curriculum in each
subject and take special account of the aims of the PAKEM component
in the MBE program.
The tests were done only in primary schools (SD and MI) and consisted
of:
 a simple reading test for class 1 (administered orally with individual
children)
 a Bahasa Indonesia test in class 4 including a reading
comprehension test and an essay question to assess writing abilities
 a mathematics test in class 4, with an emphasis on problem solving
skills
 a science test in class 5 with an emphasis on the ability to interpret
data and apply scientific knowledge

The tests were administered between 17 and 21 May 2004 in
sixty schools in the ten MBE districts (six in each district) and
they will be given again to the same classes (not the same
students) next year to measure the impact of the MBE program
on the students’ performance.
The writing test was assessed according to five elements:
handwriting, spelling, punctuation, length and the quality of the
writing. The weighting in the overall score was: handwriting
(15%), spelling (15%), punctuation (15%);, length (20%) and the
quality of the writing (35%).


Only 19% of children could write neat, joined up writing,
while another 64% wrote neatly but without joining their
writing. Differences between schools were marked. In some
schools most of the children wrote neatly, while in others
few or none did. This is almost certainly because teachers
in the former schools regularly taught handwriting, while
those is the latter did not.



Only 16% of children wrote without spelling mistakes, while
in 52% more cases the spelling was good (largely correct.
In 30% of cases the children’s spelling was considered poor
or very poor. 58% of children punctuated their work well
(classified as perfect or good), while in 35% of cases
children’s punctuation was classified as poor.



58% of children wrote more than half a page and In 44% of
the children’s essays the quality of the content of the
children’s writing was classified as good, i.e. their ideas
were clear and well expressed and in logical order.

20.00

Skor rata-rata (Maks. 20)
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The reason many of the children found difficulty in writing a
essay of satisfactory quality and length, using adequate
punctuation and spelling is because children in many classes
rarely write in their own words. They more often copy off the
blackboard or from the text book.

2.00
Sekolah

This chart shows the results of the writing test in 60 primary
schools (SD and MI) in the MBE districts. There were big
differences between the average scores of students in the schools
which varied between 17 (out of 20) down to 5.

Student Testing in Batang

express their thoughts in writing an essay were still limited. They were
best at answering multiple choice questions., because that’s what
they have been used to doing for years with the questions set by the
central government. In the Mathematics test for class 4 most of the
mistakes occurred in
adding decimals and in
the open-ended quesions where the children
showed their lack of
creativity. In the class 5
science test most of the
mistakes occurred in
the
questions
on
applied science.
Other conclusions from
the testing were that the children who had been to kindergarten (TK)
performed better than those who had not been through kindergarten.
The MBE District Coordinator has already informed the schools about
the results of the tests and encouraged the teachers to be more
creative and hopefully to improve their lesson scenarios. It is clear
that teacher need to reflect on their students’ performance in their
efforts to improve their capabilities. It is also clear that ability cannot
only be measured by in terms of figures.

There were evidently different policies in the MBE districts, especially
in Batang district. In the morning all the classrooms were used for the
practical part of the class 6 leaving examinations. As a result the MBE
testing for the students in classes 1, 4 and 5 was held in the afternoon
from 1.00 to 5.00 p.m. All the tests took place at the same time in
several schools.
The children appeared really pleased with the arrival of the MBE
team, even though some tension apparent in their faces. “Who’s good
at reading? Come and show me. Who’d like to come into the library
and read to me first? Ok…” Pak Masjudi patiently called the class 1
children one by one and held their hands as they went together into
the library.
Going into class 4 the children volunteered each other to do the
mathematics and Indonesian language tests…..but after the class
teacher had spoken to them they eventually sat down quietly and
worked through the tests. Going into class 5 those children whose
names were not chosen to take part in the science test were very
happy. Even though they had to wait outside, the teacher wisely gave
them other tasks to do as a group outside the classroom.
The results of the tests showed that most of the class 1 children could
already read fluently but had more difficulty understanding what they
read. In the class 4 Bahasa Indonesia test the ability of the children to
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Beginning to Read

Review and Planning Workshop

In general the class 1 reading test shows that primary school
children who have passed through kindergarten are able to read
better than those who have not been to kindergarten. One reason
for this is because their readiness to read (letter recognition,
acquaintance with books) is greater than those who have not been
to kindergarten. In addition those children who go to kindergarten
generally come from urban families and higher socio-economic
groups.

The MBE program has been running for about a year in the first five
districts. A review and planning workshop was held from 12 – 15 May
in Yogyakarta to review MBE activities over the past year, assess
their impact and discuss the future program of activities.
The workshop was
attended by 15
participants
from
each of the five
districts involved in
the program’s first
stage
and
6
participants
from
each of the five new
districts. The presence of the new districts was intended to give them
the opportunity to learn directly from the old districts. A variety of
stakeholders took part including Bappeda, Dinas Pendidikan, MORA,
the local parliament, Dewan Pendidikan and school committee
members and school principals.

Besides their learning experience researchers have found that
students who are taught by purely phonetic methods have lower
reading abilities compared to those taught using other methods. In
the class 1 reading test many children were so busy spelling and
sounding out the letters that they failed to understand the meaning
of the words. They also experienced special difficulties in sounding
out and reading words with double consonants or vowels (bendera,
menganggu, kerbau). Their preoocupation with spelling out words
inhibited their ability to understand the sentences and meaning of
what they were reading. As a result the children experienced
difficulties in answering questions about what they had read.
In several countries learning to read phonetically has long been
abandoned, because of its many deficiencies. If the teacher
teaches the children to spell according to the names of the letters of
the alphabet ‘i…b…u’ the children get confused. Why do we read
‘ibu’ as ‘i-be-u’. Things get even more difficult for the students with
words like ‘menyanyi’, ‘belajana’, ‘belanjaanya’ etc. As a result the
children’s reading speed and level of understanding are low.
Research in a number of countries shows that the negative impact
of phonetic approaches can persist into adulthood. The children
need to know the alphabet, but an overemphasis on phonetics can
have negative consequences.

Each district made a display reflecting the results of the MBE program
over the past year. This included the school mapping, work programs,
reports on innovations and children’s work.

How can things be improved? It is best for children in kindergarten
and the early primary grades if activities such as drawing, telling
stories, reading and writing are integrated. Early reading activities
should include can best be done using drawings and simple words
(meja, topi, kuda).
It is best if the children
learn to read meaningful
words as a whole rather
than letter by letter. After
they can read whole words
the children learn to read
syllables and, if necessary,
letter by letter, not the
other way round – starting
with letters.

Ibu Mistin from Batu and Bpk Kardoyo from Pacitan reporting
on the state of education in their districts.

Both the new and old districts were given the opportunity to report on
activities in their area, focusing on innovations that have taken place.
The workshop was also attended
by representatives fo a number of
other
programs,
including
PERFORM, the AusAID MBE
program and the school health
improvement program (SHIP)
which is taking place in Kebumen.
The MBE program is going to
Ibu Dina from the
work with these three programs to
PERFORM Project
develop mutual benefits. Ibu Dina,
the East Java Regional Manager
of the PERFORM project, which is also funded by USAID to develop
planning, gave a presentation about their program which is taking
place in most of the MBE areas. Then the participants discussed
concrete ideas for cooperation between the two programs.

The children’s ability to express themselves (orally and in writing)
can be developed using the children’s own experiences, which they
express by drawing and telling stories using their own words. If the
children cannot write on their own the teacher helps them to write
what they dictate to him or her.
In other words it is best if early reading and writing skills are
developed in the context of and by using the children’s own words,
not by using words or sentences given by the teacher or taken from
the textbook.
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Class 1 Children Can’t Write??

Interesting News from Probolinggo

We were heading for classes 1 and 2 at SD Ngepung in Sukapura
sub-district, when one of the participants in the workshop asked, “Why
are we going there?”
“We want to see the children’s writing.”
The participants replied, “But class 1 children can’t write, they can
only copy from the blackboard!”
We went into class 1 in this rural school where many of the children
come from low-income homes. The children’s own writing was
displayed on the walls and hanging from the ceiling. There was lots of
children’s work all written neatly and made into beautiful small books.
What is more – some of the writing was in English!.

During the orientation workshop for the new MBE districts the
participants visited several schools in Probolinggo. Here are some
reports about some of those schools.

Mbah “Don” Atini
“At first I brought my granddaughter to school, then I became a
teacher’s assistant”
When we first met her in one of the grade 2 classrooms in SDN
Maron Wetan 1, she was helping a a number of class students to
write their ‘name cards’
– vocabulary in English
and Indonesian. That is
Mbah Atini, one of the
children’s grandparents
who has become a
teacher’s assistant. The
children call her with the
familiar name “Mbah
Don” (Grandma), when
she comes in voluntarily
to help the teachers
during the lessons.
“At first I just used to bring my granddaughter to school, but eventually
I thought I’d like to help the teacher in class. At least I thought I could
help as best I could and form a link between the parents of the
children in the class and the class teacher.”
Bpk. Samik S.Pd., the school principal, explained that parents (and
others) helping in class is part of the program of the parents group.
Their job is not to replace the teacher but to support the children’s
learning by giving extra assistance to the children. They work as
volunteers, and there are no set work hours, but they have a role in
linking the teacher and parents. We call then ‘guru ngintip’, when they
do what Mbah Atini and other parents do as voluntary teachers’
assistants.
So that’s Mbah “Don” Atini, who in the midst of all her other activities
and despite the fact that she is no longer young can still spare time
and energy to be a voluntary teacher.

Poetry written by Nuryasin, a class 2 child in SD Ngepung
(left). Nuryasin with his teacher, Ibu Suliani and an
assistant teacher, Titis, who is still an education student in
Jember. She helps at SD Ngepung three times a week.

Auctioning the Children’s Work
Some time ago all the primary, junior secondary and special schools –
both public and private – in Banyuwangi sub-district took the initiative
and trained all the schools and their communities in the sub-district at
their own expense. School principals, teachers and committee
members took part in the training. In order to help a number of the
smaller schools, who were short of funds but very enthusiastic about
taking part in the activities, SDN 4 Penganjuran tried auctioning some
of the children’s work with the funds raised being used to help
subsidise these small schools. The work auctioned included painting,
handicrafts, ash trays and other things. One of the class 3 children at
SDN 4 Penganjuran, Tysa, acted as auctioneer.

Ernawati, a class 3 child at SD Ngepung, reading
poetry which she has written about the cold season
– it is true, in Sukapura, high on the slopes of Mount
Bromo, they do have a cold season!

Stories and Questions from the Field

Right: Tysa, a class 3 student at
SDN 4 Penganjuran auctioning
paintings done by her friends to
the participants of the school and
community
training
in
Banyuwangi sub-district – seen
here with one of the painting she
sold.

We are ready to answer your questions about PAKEM, Contextual
Learning, SBM or anything else. We also ask you to send in your
stories to us from MBE or other areas about innovations or educational
issues at school, community and district levels. Send them to us in
Jakarta for Suara MBE. If they are accompanied by photographs, so
much the better. Send by post, fax or e-mail. Our address, fax number
and e-mail address are on the back page.
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STUDIES: THE ROLES OF THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL AND SCHOOL COMMITTEE
With the advent of decentralised education management and school based management (SBM) the role of the school principal has
started to change. Furthermore the school committee has an important role in school management. Our consultants, Elizabeth Sweeting,
Muhlisoh, Furaidah and Supriyono Koes, assisted by our other consultants have made a study of the role of the school principal and
school committee especially in schools which are already successfully implementing SBM in the MBE and CLCC program areas. The aim
was to discover the key to success in these schools so that it can be disseminated to other schools. You can read the conclusions of the
reports below. You can read the complete studies on our website mbeproject.net.
formal meetings with school committee or parents more frequently
than monthly or each semester.

Study 1: Role of the School Principal
School heads have 2 major roles, first providing instructional
leadership to their teachers, and second providing management
leadership. The education reforms of school-based management
(SBM) and school committees, introduced as part of decentralization,
give school heads greater opportunities to implement more fully the
various functions of these two roles.

The principal
encourages the teachers
to create and friendly
and positive learning
environment in the
school.

Open and accountable
management involving a
variety of stakeholders,
including the teachers and
community working together
to plan school finances and
develop the school program.
The school plan and budget
are displayed openly for
everyone to see.

The more adventurous school heads were at the stage where they
and some of their teachers were able to develop their own
innovations, becoming the schools that others visited in their search
for ideas. These more progressive school heads also used a variety
of strategies – innovative in themselves - to both encourage their
teachers to innovate and to disseminate their innovations to others
within the school.
As well as identifying limited funds
as a constraint to improved
practice, some school heads
candidly noted their own need for
self-improvement. Moreover, the
more perceptive school heads
acknowledged that their teachers
also faced constraints to changing
their classroom behavior, and
rather than declaring them nonresponsive,
made
positive
attempts to assist them overcome
their fears. A major concern of
school heads and their staff, was
the unknown impact that using
The principal supports
teachers’ innovations. In this
PAKEM methods would have on
case a parent is helping the
students’ performance on the end
teacher in class
of primary school examinations
(UAS).
In conclusion, school heads would appear to be more comfortable in
the role of management leadership than of instructional leader. Self
perceptions of the school head’s role focused more on the former and
some considered that “teaching was the business of the teachers”.
For their part, teachers and school committee members saw the role
of the school head in relation to their own role within the school. In
this, teachers focused on their need to be supported by the school
head in their classroom work. Similarly, committee members listed
those functions which were part of the school head’s assigned role
during committee meetings, namely: “facilitator, motivator, advisor,
initiator, mediator and a partner”.

Many of the school heads visited during the studies have taken up the
opportunities offered by SBM to adjust their behaviour to meet the
new situation in their school and community, and to implement
changes. They recognized that they need to be a colleague rather
than a boss with their teachers and collaborate more closely with
them and the community in school affairs. This included conducting a
number of key management tasks such as visiting classrooms to
encourage and support the implementation of PAKEM teaching
methods, holding informal meetings with teachers to stimulate,
discuss and share innovations, and appreciating and supporting the
work done for the school by the community through the school
committee.
The school principal
undertaking classroom
supervision to
encourage and support
the implementation of
PAKEM. He is sitting
helping the children

Some of the reported changes in the behavior of school heads
included (i) open management - being transparent, accountable and
inclusive about plans, finances and the school program with both
teachers and the community, (ii) creating and managing a friendly,
positive learning atmosphere in the school, and (iii) being open to and
supportive of innovations. On the other hand, school heads were
more reluctant in other matters such as delegating responsibility for
the implementation of school program activities to others, visiting and
monitoring their teachers classrooms for any length of time, or holding
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Formal meetings were regular but not frequent. Often they called by
the school head to discuss planning, implementing and funding of
the school development plan (RAPBS), but they could be called by
both heads (of school and committee) to discuss events related more
closely to the school calendar. Programs developed in these
meetings showed a tendency to focus on physical improvements to
the school. The education quality activities included in the annual
program seemed on the whole not to cater for main stream teaching
learning issues. Nevertheless, the positive impact of these jointly
planned school development programs could be seen in many
schools. Committee members enthusiastically itemized changes in
their schools as a result, in the four areas of improved teaching
learning, teachers and their welfare, greater community role, and
better school facilitates and physical environment.

Study 2: The Role of the School Committee
School committees were set up in every school as a result of the
ministerial decree of 2002 to aid decentralization. They are expected
to work together with the school head in partnership to develop
education quality using the concept of school/ community based
management which is democratic, transparent and accountable. The
Education Law of June 2003 (clause 56) gives a school or madrasah
committee the role of improving the quality of education services
through (i) advising, (ii) directing and (iii) supporting personnel,
materials and facilities, as well as (iv) overseeing education.
Guidelines giving further details of these roles are still in the process
of being developed.

Constraints nevertheless exist. These were most noticeable in
schools’ attempts to fund some rather bold programs, particularly as
the plan was developed first, and then the required funding had to be
secured. Committees and schools were enterprising in this area,
using a variety of methods to raise funds including: sales,
canvassing, and eliciting donations.

The head of the
school committee
exercises his power
at school level being
fully involved in
planning and
oversight of the
school finances

The school
committee supports
the maintenance and
development of the
school by raising
funds and by
encouraging the local
community to give
direct assistance in
the form of materials
and labour.

Just under half of school committees studied has the minimum of 9
members set out in the decree, while others were larger with up to
20 members. Most had an executive of three, and copied the
organizational structure provided. School heads were implicitly
placed in the role of resource person to the committees, not being
allowed to sit on them as a member. All schools were represented by
at least one of their own teachers. At the most, there were three
females on a committee, although 43% of treasurers were women.
Some committees however, had no female representation.
Knowledge of education, normally signaled by a regular job in the
education field did not appear to be a prime factor for selection into
the executive, nor was previous experience working with BP3. It
would seem that the executive were chosen for the other skills and
contacts they could provide. A majority of committee personnel had a
vested interest in being on the committee of their child’s school.

Only one of the four officially decreed roles of school committee –
mediate between the school and its community – was considered a
criteria for an effective committees. Even fund raising, an activity
which took up much effort on the part of committees, was not thought
to be a sign of an effective school committee by a majority of
respondents. Most appeared to be looking towards an ideal school
committee in the future which has a broader role than at present.
Many felt that a good working environment was important along with
a quality membership so that the school committee could work
effectively together with the school and community to improve
teaching learning quality.

More or less all committee personnel were selected through a
musyawarah rather than elected. Some former BP3 groups were
renamed as school committees and their remit extended. Many had
the required legal document from the school head while those for the
more newly established committees (2003) were still being
processed.

Role for Tourist Industry in the Students’ Education
Drs. Suyitno, M.Pd is an example of a school principal who has
successfully increased the involvement of the local community in
order to raise the quality of education at the school. He works at
SD Ngepung, Sukapura which is situated at the foot of Mount
Bromo. With patience he has managed to establish the idea in
the local community that education is the joint responsibility of
the parents, teachers, community and government.
Pak Suyitno, who is also an MBE facilitator, has also been able
to convince the managers of the tourist industry around the
school to allow their facilities to be used as a learning resource.

As a mediator with
the local
community the
school committee
involves parents in
school activities –
in this case by
forming parents
groups in each
class.
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The results of the on-the-job
training for the period April – May
2004 showed that in general
most of the target schools are
already doing PAKEM, but the
nature and amount of it varies,
while some schools are showing
a large amount of progress. But
more important were the
problems identified in the field which we are working to solve. Some of
the problems included:
 Inefficient use of learning resources
 Conditions not conducive to children expressing their ideas and
opinions freely
 When group discussions take place, the teachers does not actively
assist each group
 The teachers find the lesson scenarios (prepared during training) to
difficult
To minimise these conditions various solutions have been tried in
Pacitan, such as:
 Simplifying the lesson scenarios
 Increasing teachers discipline – when the children are working in
groups the teacher has to monitor and direct them
 The school principal schedules a meeting each week to evaluate the
implementation of PAKEM and discuss other matters
 A forum of MBE target schools has been created

On-the-Job Training for Schools in Pacitan
The MBE program in Pacitan district is already entering its second year.
Dinas Pendidikan in Pacitan and their schools working together with RTI
have carried out a lot of activities, especially implementing training. There
have been at least three kinds of training, first SBM and community
participation training, second PAKEM training and third training in drawing
up School Development Plans. The targets have been the schools –
represented by their teachers, principals and school committees. The aim
of the training has been so that the school staff, especially the teachers
and principal together with the school committee can improve the
management of their schools. The teachers should also have mastered
the skills and teaching methodologies which give the children the
opportunity to explore their maximum potential. In the MBE program this
is called PAKEM.
In order to ensure continuity each school receives and implements each
of the three kinds of training. District facilitators who are ultimately
responsible for the success of the program give on-the-job training at
each of the target schools. In this district the on-the-job training started in
March 2004, two months after the implementation of PAKEM training.
To ensure the effectiveness of the on-the-job training the facilitators
agreed the following conditions:
 A set of indicators as a measurement of success
 To divide the area up geographically (two facilitators responsible for
on average 3 – 4 schools)
 The training took place at least twice a month and there was one
trainer coordination meeting per month to discuss findings from
schools, to use these as input for future training and to give advice
and find solutions to problems.

Using the various methods described above it is hoped to create a
conducive atmosphere to make it is easier for teacher to implement
PAKEM in class

By
Lynne Hill

A good lesson is well planned








Teacher clearly identifies the purpose of the lesson
Teacher finds out what students already know and builds upon this information
Lesson sequence involves a number of stages and activities, guided by the teacher
Effective questioning is planned by the teacher
Classroom organisation and management of resources has been planned.
Teacher decides on how to measure student achievement.
Process and product are both planned.

A good lesson is motivating






Not too much teacher talking and lecturing.
Not too much passive listening by students and chorus answering
Activities are motivating, interesting and challenging.
Activities promote higher level thinking, problem solving and include open ended tasks.
Current events and first hand experiences increase interest and motivation levels.

A good lesson involves active learning






Learning by doing – Students are active, doing, involved, participating.
Interaction between students – group work, pairs, co-operative working
Students are finding out, problem solving
Students are the focus of the lesson, not the teacher.
The learning process is the focus.

What about lesson plans?
A lesson plan with a PAKEM focus may include:





The focus of the teaching and learning in the lesson (the competencies)
What is needed to teach the lesson (materials and resources)
The sequence of the lesson
The process and the product of the lesson; what the students will do and how
(process) and how the students will demonstrate their learning (product)
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Participants in the MBE Orientation Workshop in Probolinggo, 15 -18 June 2004

BLITAR

MADIUN

KEBUMEN

BANYUMAS

Donor and Program Coordination

BATU
Several donors and program working in the Basic Education sector
in East Java attended a meeting in Surabaya on 29 April 2004 to
discuss mutual cooperation. Those present included MBE, AusAID
(including the AusAID MBE program), Unesco, Unicef and Plan
International. The meeting was organised by Dinas Pendidikan from
East Java province and was also attended by several districts
which are implementing Basic Education programs, including
Probolinggo, Pacitan, Banyuwangi and Tulungagung.
They agreed to invite participants other programs to attend their
activities and to share materials so that they can be used by the
other programs. They agreed to have regular six monthly
coordination meetings.

Technical Cooperation
We are working together with Unesco,
Unicef and the AusAID MBE program to
develop training materials. On the left
Richard Paulsen (Unesco) dan Bpk.
Supriono Subakir, (East Java Project
Officer, Unesco) are seen developing
SBM management training materials
which will be used in the training of
district
facilitators,
school
and
communities.
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